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The
findability,
accessibility,
interoperability and reusability of research
data [1] is a prerequisite for efficient data
driven science. Relevant data must be
shared with machine-readable metadata
containing information on how the data can
be accessed, how it can interoperate with
applications or workflows for analysis,
storage and processing and in which context
it can be reused.
In particular, the technological
progress of plasma science and applications
could be accelerated under these conditions.
We report on the new metadata schema
Plasma-MDS for the description of research
data in applied plasma physics and plasma
medicine and the domain-specific data
platform INPTDAT. Extending basic
metadata schemas like, e.g., Dublin Core,
Plasma-MDS can be used for the
documentation of data sets in the field of
low-temperature plasma science and
technology. INPTDAT is a new institutional
data platform developed at INP for sharing
interdisciplinary research data in this
specific field. Using Plasma-MDS for the
documentation of data sets, it provides
direct and application oriented access to
relevant data records. With this, PlasmaMDS and INPTDAT support data-driven
discovery in plasma science and extraction
of optimum value from data. An example
of data and metadata publication with
INPTDAT is shown in Fig. 1 for a dataset
from a recent publication [2].

Fig. 1: Example of data and metadata
publication with INPTDAT.
Fig. 1: Example of data and metadata publication
with INPTDAT.
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